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Induction Light

SPECIFICATION



automatic opening when leaving) 

Black

Hotel

Bus/Subway car

Amusement park

Elevator

Restaurant

Office
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Product Details

Features

Application

Temperature
Operating:     0 ~ + 40°C

Storage:       - 20 ~ + 70°C

UVC-300W

UVC Output: 1300~1600uw/cm² in 1m

Infrared induction (automatic closing when coming, 

AC100~300V

Lifespan≥60,000hrs
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Start with 90s Automatic activation after leaving delay, 

Wave length: 254nm

Timing work 10mins, 15mins, 20mins



Applications
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HotelRestaurant

Elevator BusAmusement park

Subway car



Dimension A B C

700 mm 702 mm 289 mm 230,5 mm

Demension
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into normally on.

Product Details
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Switch Long press the switch for 3s  to start the machine, 
and press the button to select the timing time shutdown.

Infrared sensor 

20 mins
15 mins

10 mins

Green light  after starting up flicker until beginning                                 of sterlilization turn 

Red light Selecting the timing (don’t need notarize), 
Turn on after 90s  delay(During this time 
you can switch the timing delay and start 
again from 90s )

Beginning of sterilization period,the infrared 
  sensor (6m) reaction people come from 
  here where the uvc automatic put out, Turn it 
  on after you leave.

UL/EU/AU plug

18AWG 6FT  / 3*1.0mm² 2M cable 



254nm

Data Sheet

Item Input UVC Output WarrantyPower

Technical Data sheet
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WavelengthDimension

300W AC100-300V 3 years1300~1600UW/cm² in1m702*289*230.5mmUVC-4

Lifespan

≥60,000hrs
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Installations
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Surface  mount

Suspend  mount

Portable vertical
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Warning
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Please note:
1. To ensure the sterilization e�ect, please keep the surface of the UV lamp is clean during use. If you �nd dust or oil on the 
    suface, please wipe and rinse it in time when the power cut o�. (Please do not touch the glass tail tube to prevent any 
    damage or break in cleaning procedures.)

2. Please do not approach or look directly into this product during use as the ultraviolet radiation damage for the skin and 
    eyes of humans or animals.

3. Please remove expensive calligraphy and painting, high-grade textile and leather products from the sterilizing area, or 
    carry out shading treatment to avoid damage

4. Please do not put any objects on the product during use to avoid any risks.

5. Please do not use the product in an unstable place or near �ammable materials to prevent any damages or causing �re 
    accident. 

6. Please do not pull the power wires forcefully or operate or unplug the power plug with wet hands to prevent the risk of 
    electric shock.

7. Please do not touch the heating part of the product with your hands when it is on or just o�.

8. Please keep ventilating for at least 30 minutes after disinfection.
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